Surgical Oncology Synergy
61st Victorian Annual Surgical Meeting

Surgical oncology and futility - When cancer surgery goes wrong

Free Workshop
12:30pm – 4:30pm
Friday, 11 October 2019
Albury Entertainment Centre
525 Swift Street
Albury, New South Wales 2640

Aim:
The Victorian Audit of Surgical Mortality (VASM) and the Collaborating Hospitals Audit of Surgical Mortality (CHASM) of New South Wales are coming together to deliver an interactive and informative workshop on completing second-line assessments with a special focus on surgical oncology and futility.

CPD/CME:
Approved by the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons. Maximum 3 points in category four.

Registrants:
May include Trainees, Surgeons and Anaesthetists.

Contact:
VASM: (03) 9249 1153 or vasm@surgeons.org.
CHASM: (02) 9269 5500 or cec-chasm@health.nsw.gov.au.

Registration:

12:00pm – 12:30pm – Registrations

12:30pm – 1:00pm – Opening Session
Ms Jill Reyment, Director Clinical Governance
Murrumbidgee Local Health District

1:00pm – 1:30pm – About the VASM audit
A/Prof Philip McCahy, Clinical Director and Ms Claudia Retegan, Project Manager, Victorian Audit of Surgical Mortality (VASM)

1:30pm – 2:00pm – About the CHASM audit
Dr David Robinson, Clinical Director and Ms Lisa Ochiel, Project Manager, Collaborating Hospitals Audit of Surgical Mortality (CHASM)

2:00pm – 2:30pm – About Peer Review Second-Line Assessments

2:30pm – 4:00pm – Parallel Interactive Sessions
General Surgery/Oncology – Dr Julie Howle
General Surgery – Mr Sohei Nakagawa
Urology – A/Prof Philip McCahy
Vascular Surgery – Dr David Robinson
Orthopaedic Surgery – Ms Avanthi Mandaleson

4:00pm – 4:30pm – Conclusion and Panel Discussion